A new application of stopped-flow chiral HPLC: inversion of enantiomer elution order.
A newly developed procedure to reverse the enantiomer elution order of compounds resolved on chiral stationary phases (CSPs) for HPLC is presented. The optimized analytical protocol is based on the effect of temperature on enantioselectivity and does not involve any changing in mobile phase composition or type of CSP. In essence, the approach entails variable temperature chromatography at two temperatures. The enantiomer separation is performed at a low column temperature, with stopping the flow prior to elution of the less retained enantiomer. Then, the column temperature is changed with the peaks trapped inside the column, followed by elution with the same mobile phase in reverse direction. Under these conditions, the more pronounced loss in free energy of binding for the more strongly bound enantiomer results in an inversion of the elution order. This procedure may be applied to each enantiomer pair that is separated by chiral HPLC under an appreciable enthalpy-control.